LIGHTING CONTROL
AROUND THE BUILDING

Discover our new smartphone & tablet apps
**Easy Remote**

User interface designer

Create an entirely customized remote controller for your tablet or smartphone. Easy Remote is a powerful and intuitive app allowing you to easily add buttons, faders, color wheels and more.

The remote is freely available for iPhone, iPad and Android, and can be used to control the STICK-KE1, STICK-DE3 or SLESA-UE7 DMX controllers over a WiFi network.

**Lightpad**

Intuitive & easy solution

Lightpad makes life easier by creating an exact replica of the STICK on your smartphone or tablet.

The remote is also freely available for iPhone, iPad and Android, and can be used to control the STICK-KE1 or STICK-DE3 over a WiFi network.

www.nicolaudie.com